Edema fluid accumulation within necrotic brain tissue as a cause of the mass effect of cerebral contusion in head trauma patients.
The early massive edema caused by severe cerebral contusion results in progressive intracranial pressure (ICP) elevation and clinical deterioration within 24-72 hours post-trauma. Surgical excision of the necrotic brain tissue represents the only therapy, which can provide satisfactory control of the elevated ICP and clinical deterioration. In order to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the early massive edema, we have carried out a series of detailed clinical studies. Diffusion magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and apparent diffusion co-efficient (ADC) mapping suggest that cells in the central area of contusion undergo shrinkage, disintegration and homogenization, whereas cellular swelling is predominant in the peripheral area during the period of 24-72 hours post-trauma. The ADC values in the central and peripheral areas are maximally dissociated during this period. A large amount of edema fluid accumulates within the necrotic brain tissue of the central area beginning at approximately 24 hours post-trauma. We have found that fluid-blood interface formation within the central area does not represent an uncommon finding in various neuroimaging examinations of cerebral contusions, indicating layering of red blood cells within the necrotic brain tissue accumulating voluminous edema fluid. Intravenous slow infusion of gadolinium-DTPA and delayed MR imaging revealed that the central area of contusion can be enhanced at 24-48 hours post-trauma. implying that water supply from the blood vessels is not completely interrupted. Necrotic brain tissue sampled from the central area of contusion during surgery demonstrates a very high osmolality. It appears that the capacitance for edema fluid accumulation increases in the central area, whereas cellular swelling in the peripheral area elevates the resistance for edema fluid propagation. Combination of these circumstances may facilitate edema fluid accumulation in the central area. We also suggest that the dissociation of ADC values and high osmolality within the necrotic brain tissue may generate an osmotic potential across the central and peripheral areas and contribute to the early massive edema caused by cerebral contusion.